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1. The end of an era

With the benefit of hindsight, the late 1960s can in many respects be seen to mark the end of an era in Swedish societal development. In politics, more than two decades with Tage Erlander as Prime Minister now approached an end, gradually opening up for a new generation of politicians eager to take over the main responsibilities of government. The generation shift coincided with the emergence of a number of strong popular movements such as the peace movement and the environmental movement, which successfully pushed for new political and economic perspectives to be introduced into the overall societal debate. This was reflected in an increased problematization and politicization of ideas that had hardly been questioned to any greater extent before, such as the neutrality policy and the established meanings attached to the welfare state.

In Swedish industry, for its part, the swift and above all smooth development that had started in 1945 seemed, at a first glance, to continue in an uninterrupted way, contributing to high levels of GDP growth. In reality, however, this aggregate picture was far from clear-cut. The global competitive pressure was increasing in an unprecedented way, and some industries experienced a steady decline in their profit margins during the 1960s, while at the same time Sweden’s share in world trade decreased. At the level of the factory floor, this troublesome trend was reflected in high levels of stress and a growing feeling of insecurity in the face of firms’ efforts to rationalize production, ultimately leading to a wave of strikes and radicalized relations between employers and labour unions.

From the perspective of science and technology, on the other hand, the period from the late 1960s also marked the dawn of a number of revolutionary discoveries and inventions, such as the microprocessor and the technology of recombinant DNA. These and other developments, which as a rule originated outside Sweden, would with time open up a vast space of opportunities for industry and business as well as for other parts of society, and
they would play key roles in the painful process of structural change in the Swedish economy during the decades that were to come.

Against this background, Swedish state actors faced tremendous new challenges in their efforts to influence science- and technology-related activities in the country. The purpose of this chapter is to explore how the Swedish state attempted to respond to these new challenges, and how state actors sought new ways to legitimate their actions – at a time when the myths of neutrality and welfare appeared more and more to be losing much of their attraction and broad acceptance.

2. From the industrial policy offensive…

Towards the end of the 1960s, it became increasingly obvious that the ruling Swedish social democratic party, which since 1946 was headed by Prime Minister Tage Erlander, approached a generation shift at its top level. In the local elections that were held in 1966, the party achieved disappointingly poor results, and the dominant party profiles – apart from the 65-year-old Erlander also the 60-year-old Gunnar Sträng, Minister of Finance – did not anymore make the same persuasive impression as before in their role as leaders of the country. When Erlander in a self-critical assessment of the poor elective performance pointed at a new need for “activation”,¹ it seemed that the chance had come for a new generation of leading social democrats to take a step forward on the political stage.

The most popular candidates in the discussion about Erlander’s possible successor as Prime Minister were Olof Palme and Krister Wickman,² who at that time were both in their early forties. Palme became Minister of Education in 1967 and was the one who actually succeeded Erlander as Prime Minister in 1969. Krister Wickman, for his part, being an economist and working in the Ministry of Finance, became an influential person in what has later been labelled the ‘industrial policy offensive’, an initiative launched by the social democrats in January 1967.³ The offensive, with a variety of new political moves and actions, was one of the most important results of the self-assessment that followed the party’s disappointing performance in the 1966 local elections, and it had
substantial impact on the relationship between science, technology and the state in Sweden. But it also became a central power platform for many of the younger social democrats – apart from Wickman also, for example, Kjell-Olof Feldt and Rune Johansson. Olof Palme, in his role as Minister of Education, later complemented the industrial policy offensive through a number of initiatives in the field of education policy (see further below).

Wickman and his party colleagues formed a working group, which during the first half-year of 1967 prepared a far-reaching reform programme. When the programme was formally presented at an extra party congress in October 1967, the offensive approach awoke considerable attention. At the congress, the need for far-reaching government action was motivated by problems of “transformation” in the Swedish economy. Sweden was seen to be increasingly drawn into the gales of international competition, accelerating technological advancements and, in relation to this, pervasive structural change in industry. The political goal of the social democrats, as formulated by them, was, as before, to guarantee security and welfare, but the ongoing trends in the world meant that it was now becoming much more difficult to reach these aims. In order to actually reach the goals in these turbulent times, a radical strengthening and sharpening of state action was therefore deemed necessary. Concretely, it was a matter of a need for the state to deal with, for example, the negative social consequences of technological change in terms of unemployment, dangerous industrial work and other problems. But it was also about how the state could ‘help the market’ in fields where private business did not really have the courage to invest in new products and processes of benefit for society – an argument that seemed to take inspiration from modern economic and social scientific research on the relation between technological innovation and economic development.

The industrial policy offensive involved the creation of important new organizations and institutions. Some of these were explicitly directed at the field of science and technology, while others rather addressed industry and economy in a wider sense. An early example was the creation of a state-owned Investment Bank in 1967, whose goal was to ‘create a
new and efficient form of long-term financing of productive investments in business’.  

Krister Wickman, who was responsible for the initiative, deemed it ‘possible that a relatively large share of the bank’s efforts will be devoted to innovation and development projects within technologically advanced sectors’.  

The creation of the new state bank was obviously a reaction to the trend of rapidly falling profits in a number of industries in the 1960s (typically the same industries which in the 1970s became known as ‘crisis industries’).  

The falling profits pointed at the need for structural change in Swedish industry, in the direction of more profitable lines of business – both at the level of the economy as a whole and within individual firms.

The debate that preceded the creation of the new bank turned out to provide further creative input to the overall industrial policy offensive, as indicated by the large number of party motions focusing on this topic in 1967. An interesting tension in this debate was the one between proponents of support to already existing firms and industries, on the one hand, and on the other proponents of support to a more radical process of creative destruction, suggesting that Swedish industry would have to orient itself towards new types of products rather than already existing ones, and that this would inevitably involve a painful wave of bankruptcies in the ‘old’ economy, generating unemployment and other negative side effects, in a way which however on the long term would prove beneficial for the country. There was a fear among the latter that the Investment Bank would rather reinforce the already existing industrial structure, rather than altering it in the directions that international developments seemed to necessitate and which would be needed to guarantee the survival of Swedish industry in the long run. This tension would later on be more pronounced in the political debate.

The following year it was decided that a Ministry of Industry was to be established. According to Benner, the motive for the ministry’s creation was ‘the larger role of industrial development in the political sphere, combined with the need for coordinating the different policy instruments in the area’. The new ministry, which formally opened in January 1969, was essentially a spin-off from the Ministry of Finance, from which it took over the units for industrial policy and state-owned enterprises, energy and mining,
and technical research, while some additional functions were also added. The first Minister of Industry became Krister Wickman.

The quest for stronger coordination and centralization was a quite general trend in Swedish politics (as well as Western politics in general) during these years. Together with the creation of the new ministry, the most important example of this in the field of science and technology was the creation of the National Board for Technical Development (STU) in 1968. This new organization, which was formally proposed at the party congress that year and whose creation appears to have happened very quickly and with only few people involved, was based on the idea to merge a number of already existing bodies and thus strengthen coordination. The need for such a larger body focusing on technical development, as formulated in the corresponding government bill, stemmed from the increasing role of technology in strengthening the competitiveness of Swedish industry, but also from the opportunities that technical progress was associated with when it came to its role in solving problems relating to, for example, environmental pollution, traffic security, education and health care. The bill also referred to an OECD report from 1963, where Sweden had been described as the ‘envy of Europe’ but where the organizational and institutional landscape for industrial policy was considered too fragmented.

STU’s first general director became Martin Fehrm, who had until then been the director of the Defence Research Institute (FOA), Sweden’s at that time clearly largest research institute. The main task assigned to STU was to provide financial support to R&D. However, STU also came to regard itself as having a strong social mission. This was reflected in a focus on technologies for ‘social sectors’ and an ambitious intra-organizational department for planning. The planning department seemed to grow in importance within STU during its first years of existence, under the strong influence of its planning director Gösta Lagermalm, who had earlier filled a similar position in one of the organizations that were merged into STU, the Technical Research Council (TFR). Hence STU came to embody the new spirit of industrial policy in Sweden in the years
around 1970, characterized by a radicalized strive for centralization, long-term planning and social relevance.

A related part of the new offensive policy were the proposals that were put forward in a major Industrial Research Investigation shortly after the social democratic extra party congress in 1967. The investigation argued for a considerable increase in government expenditures to the various private-public industrial research institutes that had been built up since the end of the war. Such institutes had been created mainly in industries which lacked the ‘development pair’ relations that had come to characterize sectors such as telecommunications, nuclear power, high-voltage transmission and military aircraft. Through the government bill that led to the creation of STU, it was decided that STU would take the major responsibility for the funding of industrial research. STU approached this task in an offensive way, leading to the creation of a surprisingly large number of new industrially oriented research institutes. Funding was organized through large framework programmes between STU and the respective institutes. The level of funding increased by more than 100% during the second half of the 1960s. Up to 1970, 4 new collective research institutes were established, and by 1975 another 3 new institutes had been launched. This seemed to be well in line with the spirit of the overall industrial policy offensive, focusing especially on what were expected to become future-oriented high-tech industries.

The government bill that led to the creation of STU also contained a number of additional components of far-reaching significance. In particular, this concerned the creation of a state-owned development company, SU (Svenska Utvecklings AB). The inspiration came from the recent establishment of a number of private development companies, the most prominent of which was the Wallenberg-controlled Incentive. The private development companies had ‘an orientation towards science-based technologies and industrial applications, based on an organized interaction between Swedish scientists and companies’, and the state did not want to be worse. Hence the goal of SU was to support the development of new technologies and new industrial applications, while keeping strong links to public authorities. The specific fields of technology of interest to
SU should be ‘systems, products and technologies that are important from a societal viewpoint’.  

Another public company was Svetab (Svenska Industrietablerings AB), which was initially founded as a subsidiary of SU but in 1969 achieved an independent status. Svetab sought to cooperate with private companies and other organizations with the aim to create new employment in Swedish regions that experienced a general decline.

The industrial policy offensive was complemented by related government initiatives, for example, in the field of education policy. Minister of Education Olof Palme, following the results of a state-commissioned investigation called UKAS, in 1968 launched a reform aimed at adapting university education to the concrete needs of industry, the idea being to create a set of comprehensive educational programmes that were to replace students’ free selection of individual courses. University education, as it was argued, needed to be more profession-oriented. It was this policy that became the igniting spark for the Swedish version of the European student uprising in May 1968, since many leftist student representatives regarded the reform as an expression of the government’s too close alliance with the ‘capitalists’.

All in all, when Olof Palme succeeded Tage Erlander as Prime Minister in October 1969, Swedish state initiative for science and technology already seemed to develop with impressive leaps: the organizational fragmentation of the system seemed to be counteracted through the creation of STU and the new Ministry of Industry; the establishment of state development companies had been launched and these now headed towards the exploitation of new technological fields in business; university education was being brought in line with actual demands in industry and society; etc. The general belief in the government’s ability to rationally plan for a bright technological future, and the necessity for it do so, was in many respects greater than ever before.

3. **… to the structural crisis**
Following the first oil price shock in 1973/74, Sweden was drawn into a global economic recession. The crisis came somewhat later in Sweden than in most other European countries, but when it did come, the country was on the other hand more severely hit by it than most others.

When a wide array of previously strong Swedish industries faced acute problems, the tension between the support for the old and the new became more pronounced than it had been before. The overall approach of the government, which from 1976 was a new centre-right coalition led by the new prime minister Torbjörn Fälldin, became one of supporting the crisis-ridden industries. It was thought that the negative development was of a temporary nature and that the problems in industry could be overcome with the help of active and selective state support. State aid experienced a virtual explosion in the years 1976-1978, and the office of the new Minister of Industry, Nils Åsling of the Centre Party, came to resemble an emergency department for industrial companies that faced the threat of bankruptcy. The state organized far-reaching support for keeping up the employment within the crisis industries, and the state also became active as an owner of many companies in consequence of a nationalization drive – for example, in the steel and the ship-building industries.²⁶

The preference for dealing with problems in crisis-ridden industries meant indirectly that the resources for investing into new areas were more limited. And in addition, those instruments that had been built up with the purpose of supporting technological change and economic renewal were largely transformed into defensive instruments, as will be described in the following.

With regard to the state-owned development companies, for example, both SU and Svetab were originally quite offensive organizations, directed at advanced high-tech fields as well as at speeding up process innovation in established industries. But when the Swedish economy in the mid-1970s headed into the crisis, the roles of the public development companies tended to be reinterpreted, and they were in practice transformed into instruments for handling companies that faced stagnation. As Benner argues, the
‘initial offensive roles of SU and Svetab were transformed into a defensive responses to declining employment. The two companies were ambitious but unsuccessful attempts to regulate industrial development, to increase socially desirable investments, and alter the regional location of investments.’

Another example of initially offensive state measures that were later transformed into more defensive responses to the economic crisis, were the so-called ‘branch surveys’ that were carried out by the Industrial policy council (Näringspolitiska rådet). The council was itself a new organization, established in 1968 and consisting of representatives from politics, industry, trade unions, etc. The investigations that were carried out were followed by public support to certain branches of industry, usually in the form of training and export subsidies. But similarly to Svetab and SU, the actual result was a focus on sectors that were in crisis, rather than looking to future emerging fields.

A somewhat similar development came to characterize STU, the most powerful of the science- and technology-related state bodies. Bertil Agdur, a well-known professor of microwave engineering at KTH who in 1971 succeeded Martin Fehrm as the agency’s general director, complained in an increasingly louder voice about the much too strong links between STU and existing Swedish industry that the subordination of the agency to the Ministry of Industry meant. This connection prevented, in Agdur’s view, STU’s full participation in the more radical transformation of the economy in the direction of new fields – including fields where Swedish industry had not yet accumulated any strong competence. Agdur’s vision was to make STU a ‘transformation apparatus’, whereas the political narrow-mindedness, in his view, forced the agency to act as an ‘administration apparatus’, i.e. a body mainly in charge of administering and reinforcing already existing structures. Agdur’s dynamic personality and politically unrealistic proposals made him short-lived as STU general director, but the problems he addressed continued to trouble the agency.

The years of the industrial policy offensive and its somewhat abrupt decline coincided in many cases with the end of the large state-led technological programmes that had been
central to the development of the 1950s and 1960s. On the military side, the defence budget experienced a decline in 1968 – for the first time ever since the end of the war – while at the same time the share of military research dropped from around half of total government R&D expenditures in 1960 to below 30% in 1970, implying that the defence-related innovation projects had no longer the same central priority as before. In particular, the main R&D work within the Viggen fighter aircraft project, which for several years had formed a dominant part of the overall Swedish R&D landscape, was now about to be completed. A disappointment was in this connection that all attempts to export the aircraft failed. REF!

The negative trend in military R&D seemed to be confirmed by the decommissioning of the heavy-water nuclear reactor at Marviken in 1969, which had symbolized and embodied the ‘Swedish line’ in nuclear engineering – with its close links to ambitions to develop nuclear weapons. Hence the state-led AB Atomenergi was marginalized in the further nuclear development. REF!

At about the same time, the close collaboration between Asea, Sweden’s ‘national champion’ in the electrical engineering business, and the state-owned electric utility Vattenfall seemed not to be continued to the same extent as before. Asea remained a successful company, but when it increasingly focused on foreign markets, Vattenfall was increasingly seen as just one of several key innovative customers to the company.

A similarly disappointing experience was the cooperation between Asea and the state railway operator, SJ, for the development of high-speed trains. SJ first expressed an interest in acquiring a high speed train in 1968–1969, but throughout the 1970s little happened in practice. While foreign companies successfully created a number of high-speed trains (e.g. Fiat’s ‘Pendolino’ train, which was launched in 1976), SJ’s and Asea’s cooperative development work for the ‘X2000’ train did not result in any formal procurement until 1982. When completed, it was arguably a technical success, but hardly a commercial one. The train disappointingly failed to conquer export markets. In this
way, X2000 became a symbol of the apparent malfunction of the old technology policy instruments.

An important aspect of the ‘boom years’ had been that it required unprecedented amounts of raw materials, and that great emphasis was therefore put on industries capable of processing raw materials, such as the steel industry. A symbolic end to the power of the state in promoting the Swedish raw materials industries came in the 1970s through the failure of the grandiose ‘Steel Plant 80’. This was a plan for the creation of a new steel production facility in Luleå in northern Sweden and was planned to become larger than anything the nation had ever seen in this field. If realized, it would have been the largest industrial project in Swedish history. The first proposals to the project were presented in May 1974, and several versions of the project were presented during the following two years. However, the rapid decline during these two years in the demand for steel, especially in the crisis-ridden shipbuilding industry, reduced the state’s interest in the enormous project. Against this background, it was abandoned by the new centre-right government that took office in 1976.33

In the building industry, the crisis became evident when the ‘million programme’ approached its end in the first half of the 1970s. The aim of this programme had been to build one million dwellings during a period of ten years in a scale-intensive, industrialized fashion with the application of modern standards and new process technologies. With the programme coming to an end, the system was confronted with ‘a crisis of breakdown proportions’, and employment in the sector decreased dramatically.34

But not all sectors followed this depressive pattern of development. An important example of a sector where the state showed that it could still act powerfully as a visionary and innovative buyer was the telecommunications sector. In 1970, the public telephone operator Televerket and the telecommunications equipment manufacturer Ericsson jointly initiated a large-scale project with the aim to develop a fully digital telephone switch, labelled AXE. The project was highly successful and laid the foundation for an overall Swedish success in the telecommunications industry in the digital era.35
There were also some promising developments in a few industrial sectors where the role of the state was more diffuse, such as in automobiles and in chemical engineering. A particularly promising part of the chemical industry was pharmaceuticals, which was still small but which had grown impressively during the ‘boom years’, supported not least by the expansion of the public health care system. With the rise of molecular biology in the 1970s and 1980s, and powered by a massive increase in computer power in the same period, great hopes were now raised for the future of the overall Swedish bio-pharma sector.

All in all, however, the development in the 1970s was depressive from the perspective of state-led action. Offensive state initiatives became increasingly rare. At an aggregate economic level the public investment ratio was reduced by 50% between 1970 and 1980. Investment activities of the state and municipalities, which had been extremely high up to around 1970, dropped in a striking way. The earlier rapid expansion of many infrastructure systems, schools, hospitals, municipal administration, etc., seemed to stagnate. As noted by, for example, economic historian Lennart Schön, it seems peculiar that the pressure for rationalization in these years to such a great extent came to be directed at education, health care and related sectors, i.e. at the production of ‘human capital’ which in the ‘third industrial revolution’ should have been viewed as increasingly important for economic growth and societal progress: ‘New technological opportunities within these areas and new complementarities with other activities should have created points of departure for expansive [public] creativity. When demand pressure and the need for renewal and diversification increased, however, the lack of broad initiating capacities and creative space became a growing problem’.

In private business, the situation was different and the trend more encouraging. As already mentioned, the new centre-right government responded to the problems in industry largely by providing subsidies to crisis-ridden sectors. At a first glance, it would seem that this would have encouraged a path-dependent behaviour in that the crisis-ridden businesses, with the help of the state support, were given the chance to continue
along their earlier lines of business. In reality, however, it turned out that the crisis industries, despite this ambivalent incentive, were able to adjust themselves with impressive speed and efficiency to the new structural and competitive circumstances in both Sweden and globally. Restructuring proved highly successful, especially in international comparison, and the crisis-ridden industries, having gone through a painful process of bankruptcies and factory shut-downs etc., largely managed to adapt themselves to the new era through the exploitation of new technology and organizational methods.\textsuperscript{38}

At the level of industry in general, business investments in research and development increased in an impressive way from the 1970s and onwards. This can be seen in contrast to the dramatic drop in the public investment ratio. It was these private R&D investments that to a large extent would lay the foundation for Swedish technological advancements in the new era. But in contrast to the earlier period, the state would now no longer be involved in the same direct way in building up the innovative strength of the country.

\textit{Figure x.}\textit{ R&D expenditures in the Swedish business sector as a share of GDP, 1979-2001 (percent)}

\textit{Source}: Statistical Yearbook of Sweden.

\textbf{4. The coming of a neo-liberal era}
The period from the mid-1970s to the early 1990s became a time of substantial confusion and contradiction regarding the interpretation of science and technology in Swedish society. On the one hand, there were many positive signs. From an aggregate macroeconomic perspective, the Swedish economy recovered in the 1980s, with high and stable levels of both GDP and productivity growth. And the enormous increase in private R&D investments reflected a growing optimism and enthusiasm in firms’ exploitation of the new technological revolutions in the fields of electronics, biotechnology, new materials and other areas.

At the same time, however, the overall societal climate was growing more pessimistic concerning the role of science and technology in modern society. The somewhat naïve, as it now appeared, development optimism of the postwar decades was gone. A fierce opposition against nuclear power infected domestic political life. The relations between industrial workers and employers were radicalized. And the peace movement pointed at the increasing risk for abuse of new, advanced technologies for destructive purposes. The military conflict in Vietnam was a central topic in the Swedish political debate, while at the same time the Cold War seemed colder than ever following the end of the ‘détente’ period. In the 1980s, fiction writers in the critical genre were inspired by the Cold War as well as by the approaching ‘Orwell year’ (1984) in depicting a deteriorating industrialization and technification of society, with its negative social and environmental consequences and the likely abuse of new information technologies for the state’s detailed surveillance of individual citizens. The German sociologist Ulrich Beck, for his part, took inspiration from the Challenger accident and the Chernobyl catastrophe in spring 1986 in launching the concept of the ‘risk society’, whereas the Finnish philosopher Georg Henrik von Wright argued that the idea of societal progress in the technological era was merely a ‘myth’, which lacked any true meaning. In Sweden, the murder on Prime Minister Olof Palme only two months before the Chernobyl disaster, and accidents such as the first crash of the new fighter aircraft JAS Gripen in 1989 seemed to confirm that times were not what they had been.
This widespread development pessimism was reflected in an increasing scepticism concerning the ideological foundations that had underpinned the ‘Golden Age’ of the 1950s and 1960s. The idea of a ‘strong state’ and its key role in boosting Sweden’s scientific and technological progress, started to be challenged. The apparent failures of the policy initiatives of the 1970s gradually let the anti-thesis of a strong state become dominant in the following period: neo-liberalism.

A cornerstone of the neo-liberal ideology was that new technologies did as a rule not need any far-reaching support from the state. The most important task for the state in terms of supporting innovation was to ensure that markets function properly. Technological shifts were typically seen as a more or less automatic result of competitive rivalry in the capitalist economy; technologies were seen to emerge at a high rate even without any far-reaching state initiatives. The exceptions were few, and ‘state intervention’ (i.e. into the ‘normal’ working of the free market) was seen as legitimate only in obvious cases of ‘market failure’.

The neo-liberal principles found their way without any greater difficulty straight into the Swedish ‘people’s home’ – despite the fact that the social democrats, who hardly considered themselves ‘neo-liberals’, in 1982 managed to regain the political power. The new lines of thinking were attractive especially for a number of young economists that worked as experts and advisors in the Ministry of Finance, but also in the Ministry of Industry. The latter had traditionally been populated by individuals with an engineering background, but from the end of the 1980s these persons were complemented – and increasingly replaced – by young, university-educated economists. To some extent the same trend characterized the professionals at state agencies such as STU, where the new economists in several cases came to play key roles in state-ordered inquiries that paved the way for spreading the ideas of deregulation and liberalization to infrastructural sectors.

The market economy-oriented thinking thus increased in Swedish politics, with a growing interest in the capitalist mechanisms of competition as a crucial driving force in
economic development. Similar trends dominated within the European Commission in Brussels. Its Chairman from 1985, Jacques Delors, was a socialist, a fact that however did not prevent the Commission from becoming a visionary force in Western Europe concerning its striving for institutional transformation in the sign of deregulation and the ‘single market’, i.e. free cross-border competition within the EC.

After the fall of the Berlin wall in 1989 and the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, Sweden was not anymore geographically situated between socialist and capitalist countries, but increasingly squeezed between the Anglo-Saxon spearheads of private capitalism in the West and the avant-garde of socially ruthless, neo-liberal ‘shock-therapy’ initiatives in the former socialist countries in the East. From this perspective, it was but logical that a highly ideology-driven, neo-liberally oriented centre-right coalition, won the parliamentary elections in 1991, paving way for a new government led by Carl Bildt.

The neo-liberal shift in Swedish (and international) politics took place in parallel with the breakthrough of the ‘information society’. Among other things, the development in the field of microelectronic technology opened up for a global communication and transport revolution. It created new and above all cheaper possibilities to build and coordinate world-wide networks – both for production and for sales – between and within businesses and economies. In combination with neo-liberally inspired deregulation efforts in large parts of the world, the result of this revolution was a pervasive internationalization of private business, a dramatically growing world trade and an intensifying global competition.

The internationalization of industry was more far-reaching in Sweden than in most other Western countries. Swedish foreign investments increased drastically, from an earlier stable level of around 0.5-1% of GDP during the post-war decades, to a level of about 5% of GDP in 1990. Apart from foreign investment, Swedish firms were also internationalized through cross-border mergers and acquisitions. Examples included Asea, Pharmacia, Astra and Volvo. Rationales for such mergers included
costs in the face of the increasing global competition and the increasing complexity of technologies, which motivated firms to share R&D efforts – either through mergers and acquisitions or through some form of strategic alliances. But a side-effect of this trend was also Swedish control over the R&D that was carried out within ‘Swedish’ corporations was diminished.

Some of the classical Swedish technology-intensive state agencies were strongly inspired by the international success of private Swedish corporations. The seemingly promising vision that emerged was to keep the ‘boom years’ alive through internationalization of the agencies. Actors such as Vattenfall (in electricity) and Televerket (in telecommunications) felt so confident in their understanding of their own technological superiority that they started to search actively for business opportunities abroad, particularly in third world countries, aiming to spread the technological wonders of Sweden to these poor parts of the world. The new trend had its origins in state aid to third world countries, but it accelerated markedly from the mid-1970s. It was not until the 1990s, however, that the first state agencies seriously started to penetrate international markets. In doing so, as illustrated by the cases of Vattenfall, Telia, Nordea and other firms, they also lost much of their ‘Swedishness’.

A typical neo-liberal trend was also the movement of Swedish business culture in the direction of Anglo-Saxon forms of ‘corporate governance’. This implied that the previously very important role of strong and active owners of significant Swedish enterprises – such as the Wallenberg family – was weakened, being replaced by a growing role of more anonymous and mobile shareholders who did not necessarily interfere with or try to influence the long-term planning of corporate strategy and future areas of activity. The deeper implication of this was that business was increasingly decoupled from society at large, whereas the meeting place for firms and their owners was increasingly concentrated to the stock market.

5. The transformation of state initiative
Internationally, a major problem with the neo-liberal thinking and in particular the free trade doctrine that during the 1980s grew increasingly dominant in large parts of the world, was that the corresponding political initiatives in a variety of countries did not have the desired and expected effects on economic performance. This concerned especially large parts of Latin America and Africa, which experienced serious debt crises. The opening up of markets for international competition turned out to be disastrous for ongoing efforts to build up a national scientific and technological competence base, and the development thus largely prevented these poor countries from any serious process of accumulating advanced technological capabilities.\(^{48}\) Somewhat similar difficulties were experienced in most Central and East European countries after the collapse of socialism and the introduction of strongly neo-liberal economic policies there. While the neo-liberal reforms in the East turned out to be successful in terms of their impact on GDP growth, they were also linked to a radical decline – and in some cases a total collapse – of the previously accumulated R&D base.\(^{49}\)

In contrast, several East Asian countries – notably the four ‘dragons’ of South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Singapore – which managed to retain a strong role of the state during the 1980s, became the major showcases of how new successful state initiatives for science and technology could be realized outside of Western civilization. The 1980s was also the height of Japan’s intricate public-private networks that were seen to underpin major technological advances. Critics of the neo-liberal political trend, particularly in the Anglo-Saxon world, pointed during these years increasingly to Japan and the new ‘dragons’ as an inspiring contrast to the overly ideology-driven Western developments. It was in this context that the notion of ‘national systems of innovation’ entered political discussions in the West.\(^{50}\) The concept of ‘national system’ hinted at a far from marginal role for the state in supporting technological innovation, contradicting the more standard economic policy thinking at that time about the relationship between science, technology and the state. It did not argue for a centrally planned economy, as in the socialist countries, but nevertheless for a strong or at least a ‘half-strong’, activist state.
In Sweden, the national systems concept was vigorously promoted and introduced into political circles from the early 1990s by Charles Edquist, a professor in his forties at the Department of Technology and Social Change at Linköping University. However, state agencies in Sweden had shown considerable interest in what may be interpreted as ‘systemic’ ways of thinking already in the 1970s. The painful Swedish experience of the structural crisis increased various state actors’ interest in modern understandings of technological change, as it now seemed obvious that there were no simple ‘recipes’ concerning the state’s contribution to technological and societal progress. Organizations such as STU and IVA therefore developed a growing interest in economic and social scientific research on technological change – ‘innovation studies’ – in which the more established, but overly simplistic models of the innovative process were problematized.

Especially STU would with time gladly embrace the ‘systemic’ view of the innovation process. Building on these ideas, STU under its new general director Sigvard Tomner, who replaced Bertil Agdur in 1975, developed during the 1980s more and more to become what historian of technology Hans Weinberger labels a ‘network entrepreneur’ in the Swedish organizational landscape for science and technology. This implied that the role of the state in technological development was not only to create laws and rules, to fund education and research, to provide seed capital and to act as competent buyer of innovative products, but also that it, as the Ministry of Industry formulated it in an investigation presented in 1987, in addition should ‘stimulate and support cooperation and interaction in the development process, particularly in early development stages when new patterns of cooperation are built up and where many actors are involved’. In other words, an important task for STU, as a government agency, became according to this view to enable communication and links between different types of actors.

STU’s transformation during the 1980s is interesting especially if seen in relation to the neo-liberal political fashions that were so dominant during these years. The agency can hardly have found it easy to gain broad political backing for what it regarded as necessary actions and the corresponding need for certain policy instruments. Its success in maintaining an image of itself as a trustworthy and indispensable organization in the neo-
liberal era appears to be result in part of its ability to build alliances and coalitions with other actors, such as technical universities and private firms’ R&D departments, enrolling these in striving for resources and legitimacy. However, STU’s role was not uncontroversial, and its growing power in the field of science and technology policy was heavily criticized by Charles Edquist and others.56

Apart from the opposing views in Swedish society between proponents of a ‘strong’ and a ‘weak’ state initiative, an old conflict was also the one between support to old and to new industries. As emphasized in section 3, the 1970s came to be dominated by clearly defensive measures in terms of protecting crisis-ridden industries. In the 1980s, however, a consensus gradually formed around the persuasion that future economic growth and social welfare would have to be closely linked to technological advances in a number of new fields, notably electronics, biotechnology and advanced materials. Far-reaching expectations were built up for fresh, innovative sectors to succeed or at least complement the stagnating crisis industries as engines of economic and societal development. This shift in thinking tended to increase the overall status and role of STU as a government agency, since it was the main government agency in charge of supporting new technological developments in the country. This was so especially in light of the seemingly vanishing role of other, complementary forms of state initiative for innovation – notably the decline of the ‘development pairs’, which during the 1950s and 1960s had been so powerful, but whose golden days now seemed to have passed once and for all. In the 1990s, the role of the development pairs was further weakened through the corporatization and privatization of state agencies such as Vattenfall (in electricity), Televerket (in telecommunications) and SJ (in railways).

Meanwhile, state initiative was also transformed in other ways. In the 1980s and 1990s, the ‘knowledge-based society’ was increasingly proclaimed – partly as an ideal for the future and partly as a diagnosis of current Western societies in the ‘post-fordist’ era. The quest for the knowledge-based society became a new and powerful way to legitimate state initiative during these years. In particular, the role of science was increasingly emphasized – and re-interpreted. STU’s initiation of ‘framework programmes’ for
technical research reflected this new trend, gradually deemphasizing its direct involvement in and support to industrial development and instead orienting itself increasingly towards technical research, where the technical universities rather than industrial companies played the main role. However, STU was merely responsible for a small share of all government expenditures on research and education, and in science-centred state initiatives STU could therefore not play a leading role. Instead, the Ministry of Education became a central actor, along with the diversity of research councils that belonged under this or other ministries. Under the lead of Per Unckel of the liberal-conservative Moderates from 1991, the Ministry of Education became central not only for science- and technology-related state initiatives, but for the new government’s ambitions as a whole. Unckel’s Ministry was, among other things, also responsible for the main initiatives within the field of IT.

Universities were identified as the main locations for production of scientific knowledge in Sweden and the development of these was therefore favoured. The main focus in the investments was on university education (rather than on university research) as a key activity for knowledge-building. After almost 20 years of stagnating numbers of university students, following the events of 1968, the number of students started to grow exponentially from the late 1980s. Science and engineering thereby grew particularly rapidly, increasing their weight in the overall higher education system. During the 1980s the share of science and engineering graduates was slightly above 10% of the total number of degrees awarded. During the 1990s, this figure increased dramatically, and at the height of the popularity of science and engineering in 2001, coinciding with the IT boom, the share had grown to 27%. The main increase in government funding took place after the centre-right government had took office in 1991, launching a major expansion of higher education throughout the country.

In terms of research, the shift to a centre-right government in 1991 was associated with the creation of a number ‘strategic’ research foundations with considerable amounts of funding that were taken from the earlier so-called ‘wage earners’ funds’. The meaning of the term ‘strategic’ remained somewhat unclear, but in practice the new foundations...
responded to the demands for interdisciplinary research of direct interest for both academia and business – largely corresponding to the notion of ‘mode 2’ science that was coined internationally at about the same time.\textsuperscript{61}

In a more long-term view, state expenditures did \textit{not} experience any increase in their importance in the overall budget. Particularly if compared to the enormous increase in business R&D expenditures during the same period (see \textbf{figure 1}), government expenditures on R&D rather experienced a radical decline, as shown in \textbf{figure 2}. Between 1983 and 2001, the weight of state R&D expenditures was nearly halved. In this sense, i.e. if measured in terms of direct funding, the state had started a gradual withdrawal from its previously central role in the overall organizational landscape for science and technology in Sweden.

\textit{Figur x. Government R&D expenditures as a share of total R&D expenditures in Sweden, 1983-2001 (percentages).}

The crisis years in the early 1990s also opened up for other reforms. STU, for example, was merged with National Energy Administration and the National Industrial Board (SIND), to form the larger National Board for Technical and Industrial Development
(Nutek) in 1991. The merger can perhaps be seen as expressing a new reconciliation between the interests of ‘old’, already established industries (as embodied in SIND) and the interests of ‘new’, risky and future-oriented business activities based mainly on recent scientific and technological advances (as represented by STU). In the new political landscape, where education and research was more strongly stressed than industrial development per se, Nutek (and its later successor Vinnova) increased its emphasis on acting as a network entrepreneur in the overall innovation system. It now sought to legitimate its existence and activities mainly in terms of the need to resolve what became known as the ‘Swedish paradox’, i.e. the apparent contradiction between the country’s very high levels of expenditures on science and technology and the relatively weaker outcomes in terms of economic benefits.

Apart from the merger between ‘old’ and ‘new’ business interests through the creation of Nutek, another reconciliation, or ‘synthesis’, that came to characterize the technological Zeitgeist of the 1990s was the one between neo-liberally oriented economic thinking and environmentalism. These had previously been understood as largely incompatible, as signaled by, for example, the Club of Rome’s famous report on the ‘Limits to Growth’ published in the early 1970s. From the late 1980s, however, the concept of ‘sustainable development’ was launched, indicating that an increasing technification and industrialization of society was not necessarily to be seen in contradiction to environmental awareness. As indicated by the complementary concept of ‘ecological modernization’, technological and industrial advances were now reinterpreted in such a way that they were not anymore seen mainly as the source of environmental problems, but rather as the solution to these problems. In Sweden, this way of thinking seemed to fit well especially with the social democratic traditions, whose Prime Minister from the second half of the 1990s, Göran Persson, proclaimed a new, ‘green’ version of the ‘people’s home’ as a new vision for the future of the country.

A major shift in the relation between science, technology and the state resulted from Sweden’s EU accession in 1995. From the perspective of technology policy in relation to Sweden’s proud history of the state and state agencies as lead customers of innovative
products, an important consequence of the country’s adaptation to EU standards was that ‘public technology procurement’ had to take place without the previously so crucial intimate user-producer relationships. This was a result of the dominance of neo-liberal ‘auction theory’ being practiced in the EU. It also meant that the Swedish state was no longer allowed to favour domestic companies in large tenders for new technologies.

All in all, however, the 1990s became an interesting and offensive – though sometimes also confusing – period of initiatives not unlike the ‘industrial policy offensive’ in the late 1960s, although the focus was now not so much on industry in itself, but rather on the role of education and research, with high expectations on these to quickly become engines of economic development. It was an ambitious attempt to concentrate state action for science and technology, emphasizing in particular the creation of a ‘knowledge-based society’ and gradually also the new green version of the ‘people’s home’. The IT boom in the late 1990s contributed further inspiration for optimism and technology-driven visions of societal development. In a sense, it was as if the long period of deep economic and societal problems that had started in the mid-1970s and that had continued up to the early 1990s was in reality hardly more than a parenthesis in an overall bright modernization process, which could still continue for centuries to come.

6. Lost in translation?

The new technological optimism that had come to characterize the late 1990s came to an abrupt end in the first few years of the new millennium. The stock exchange crash in March 2000, in which IT firms played the central role, became a symbol of the technological hybris and the overoptimistic visions of the ‘new economy’ that had proliferated during the second half of the 1990s. The following year, the Swedish high-tech flagship Ericsson experienced a severe crisis and seemed to be on the verge of collapse. The new societal climate was also reflected in, for example, the fact that the long trend of an increasing interest of young people in science and engineering was broken after the IT crash in 2000-2001.
Internationally, the new wave of terrorism and the attempts of countries to deal with the corresponding threats, served to reemphasize the ‘darker’ sides of science and technology in the 21st century. The negative trend was reinforced by a new wave of nuclear armament expressions in countries such as North Korea and Iran, as well as by the growing momentum of climate change and the failure to integrate large countries such as the United States and China in binding countermeasures. At the same time, the unprecedented economic development in China and India seemed to indicate a tectonic shift in the world economy in the direction of Asia, with a possible decline of the US as the major driver of global development, thereby leading to an increased uncertainty about future patterns of development on the global scale. Some analysts now thought that technological superiority in the future belonged to China, India and other Asian countries.67

How, then, can we describe the state’s role in science and technology in the early 21st century? And how is state initiative legitimated nowadays, when the myths of neutrality and welfare do no longer seem to offer the same basis for argument as before? Let us in the following discuss the major shifts and differences as compared to the ‘Golden Age’ of the 1950s and 1960s.

Firstly, relating to the emergence of a more neo-liberal climate in global as well as Swedish politics from the 1980s and onwards, there have been increasing doubts about the possibility and desirability of long-term forecasting and planning for technological and industrial development. This is so within the overall societal context68 as well as within individual sectors. In several fields a smooth and seemingly predictable development in the boom years has been interrupted and superseded by patterns of change that are difficult to explain and even more difficult to extrapolate into the future. (The sudden stagnation in the growth of energy consumption from around 1970, and strongly irregular variations since then, is an example69). The state has responded to this new situation by becoming much more careful in its attempts to ‘intervene’ in the gales of technological and industrial change. In particular, this has led to a situation where state actors are unwilling to participate directly in technological projects and to provide
support to specific industries or individual firms. This is illustrated both by the vanishing role of the ‘development pairs’ and by the relative unwillingness, as compared to before, to steer the evolution of domestic science towards certain particular fields of societal relevance. At the same time, as shown in the previous section, the relative weight of governmental R&D funding in the overall system has experienced a steady decline. The role of the state has become much more indirect, abstract and fluffy, with an emphasis on creating good ‘conditions’ or a suitable ‘climate’ for the progress of science, technology and innovation in Swedish society. With the good conditions in place, the free market is then expected to do the rest – with a little bit of state help in terms of Vinnova and other state agencies in their roles as fairly diffuse ‘network entrepreneurs’, which try to stimulate the communication and interaction between different actors.

As touched upon in section 4, the difficulties to plan and steer the development are strongly linked to the phenomenon of globalization and internationalization of both production and innovation. Several of the most important Swedish firms from the boom years – and even many former state agencies – have lost much of their Swedishness through transnational mergers and acquisitions, making it much more difficult to retain the earlier tight links between the interests of Swedish industry and the interests of Swedish society. It is a traumatic dilemma for high-level policymakers that what is good for Volvo or Ericsson – or, for that matter, former state agencies such as Telia or Vattenfall – is no longer necessarily good for Sweden.

The roaring globalization of the 1980s and 1990s has also made it impossible to keep the myth of national ‘technological independence’ alive. In reality, seemingly ‘Swedish’ technologies, also in very sensitive areas, have never been much under Swedish control, since a variety of components and knowledge have always been imported. This was so already in the 1950s and 1960s, but this circumstance was at that time hardly discussed politically. From the 1980s, however, the deep Swedish dependency upon a variety of suppliers – of everything from uranium and oil to semiconductors and polymers – became increasingly obvious, and it has grown in importance as a result of the enormously increasing complexity of key technologies. It has thereby become clear to a
growing number of actors and observers that Sweden – whether in the private or the public sector – would hardly be able to produce anything at all if the links with foreign suppliers and other actors would be cut off.

While technology-intensive businesses, as a result, face the challenge of coordinating their growing global innovation networks, state initiative in the new millennium faces tremendous challenges in terms of integrating and coordinating a wide array of political efforts into a coherent whole. This is related both to the increasing complexity of science and technology and to a corresponding increase in societal complexity. Governments nowadays understand that the ways in which innovation can contribute to the fulfilment of various societal goals is dependent upon initiatives in everything from industrial policy, research policy and education policy to tax policy, foreign trade policy, competition policy, environmental policy and a variety of other policy areas. But while the understanding for this is on increase, state actors face an almost hopeless task to integrate these diverse fields into an overall ‘innovation policy’ which is not full of inherent contradictions. The situation is further complicated by the recognized need to complement efforts at the national level with activities at the local and regional levels in order to strengthen the overall system, implying a far-reaching decentralization of state initiative. Universities, for their part, have also had to accept additional layers and levels of activity – notably through the addition of the ‘third task’, i.e. the legally regulated duty of higher education institutions to interact with the surrounding society, especially business – which makes the tasks of universities appear much more fragmented than before.

In general, while state actors become increasingly aware of the new challenges, it remains an open question whether and to what extent the state can actually develop a capability to deal with them in practice. Nutek and its successor Vinnova have themselves repeatedly criticized the weak coordination capacity of the state, reflecting a dissatisfaction within this agency concerning the gap between understanding the need for change and actually having the capability to translate this understanding into meaningful practical action.
Vinnova itself has experienced a gradually increasing respect and status within the Swedish state administration. But its role has also been questioned by several analysts. For example, historian of science Sven Widmalm argues that Vinnova has become an ‘ideology-producing agency’ that seeks to monopolize a number of crucial policy fields, including research policy, where innovation is only one of several aspects and where Vinnova should therefore play a much less prominent role than it attempts to do. In this interpretation, Vinnova can be seen to fit into what political scientists Johannes Lindvall and Bo Rothsthein have identified as an ‘obscure division of labour’ within the country’s policy-making and administrative structures, with a gradual decoupling of state agencies from the central institutions of democracy.  

Other analysts have questioned whether and to what extent the creation of new agencies, the formulation of new strategies, the launch of new funding mechanisms and so on during the last couple of decades really correspond to any actual fundamental changes in state initiative. In some cases it may be argued that the ‘new’ drive for strengthening the ‘system of innovation’ is mainly about changes in expression and language, i.e. an issue of ‘translation’ without any fundamental transformation. The decline of the old, powerful state initiatives in science and technology would in this sense have vanished without really being replaced by anything that could take its place – despite the loud emphasis in the political debate about the need for state support to science and technology in the ‘globalizing learning economy’. The state would in this sense be ‘lost in translation’.

In this context one may also ask what the actual purpose of state initiative is – and should be – in today’s technological society. With the increasing power of state agencies, arguably at the expense of democratic institutions, there is an obvious risk that state agencies such as Vinnova evolve to become what might be interpreted as self-referencing entities, where success is defined in terms of the agencies’ own survival in the administrative system and their ability to acquire larger resources from the government budget – whereas alternative goals such as supporting a better quality of life or a strong economic development of the country remain in the shadow. The support of Vinnova to
‘innovation studies’, as a research field within the social sciences, has sometimes been interpreted in this way, i.e. as a way to legitimate the agency’s own activities.\textsuperscript{72}

More generally, if science and technology were previously viewed as concrete vehicles in the pursuit of modernization – ‘for welfare and warfare’ – they have now become more abstract variables in economic equations, embedded into stock market fluctuations, venture capital and intellectual property rights. The ‘innovation imperative’ is no longer first and foremost seen in relation to the fulfilment of certain goals in society, but much more a response to the fears of being left behind in the global struggle for economic competitiveness. It has become utterly difficult or even impossible to discern the ‘goal’ of scientific and technological change, and different groups of actors use their interpretative flexibility to define very different development purposes.

To motivate and legitimate state action in this new era, the concept of the ‘knowledge-based society’, the quest for ‘sustainable development’ and the identification of the ‘Swedish paradox’ can be seen to function as important rhetoric tools. The challenge of the knowledge-based society has been used as a way to legitimate the expansion of, in particular, university education and related activities, as well as to carry out reforms in the research system. The quest for ‘sustainable development’ (or ‘ecological modernization’) has been used to legitimate state initiatives that aim to boost economic growth, since economic growth is no longer seen as contradictory to an accelerating technology-based economy; on the contrary, economic growth is seen as a prerequisite for the state’s ability to come to grips with environmental problems. The ‘Swedish paradox’, for its part, has been widely used by Nutek and its successor Vinnova to motivate the need for this agency’s ‘networking’ with the aim to solve problems in terms of the interaction between different parts of the overall innovation system.

The importance of the knowledge-based society and of sustainable development, as well as the need to resolve the ‘Swedish paradox’, are examples of fairly uncontested and widely shared understandings in the context of scientific and technological development in today’s Sweden. As indicated above, these new interpretations have grown
increasingly meaningful and instrumental for state actors when it comes to legitimating Swedish state initiative since around the 1980s, and as such they have arguably replaced the old ‘national myths’ of neutrality and welfare that had their golden days in the 1950s and 1960s. If a new national mythology has been unfolding during the past decades, it might in this sense be one in which Sweden is viewed as a highly successful forerunner of the knowledge-based society, championed especially by its people’s deep devotion to telecommunications and information technologies, while at the same time considering itself as the avant-garde of environmental friendliness, in which the deep national traditions of close relations between human life and nature is seamlessly merged with a self-image of Sweden as a high-tech country with the ability to use modern technologies for good purposes.
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